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ABSTRACT
Eye-limiting resolution is often touted as the goal of simulator display system design. However,
display system design frequently considers only static resolution while training tasks rarely
involve purely static images. Modern frame-based display technologies which “draw” an image
over time introduce artifacts in the human visual system when a viewer is tracking a moving
image. The dominant artifact is smear, and this can cause the effective (dynamic) resolution of
the display when showing moving images to be significantly lower than the static resolution.
This paper identifies key parameters for improving dynamic resolution and compares the
effectiveness of smear-reduction technologies. First, the paper discusses the causes of smear
and the current smear-reduction technologies employed by display systems and their associated
system tradeoffs. Second, the paper evaluates an emerging technology that reduces smear
without some of the tradeoffs of traditional approaches, thereby significantly improving
dynamic image quality. Third, the paper describes the test methodology used to assess dynamic
resolution and identifies the key parameters to improving resolution. Finally, the paper presents
the results of dynamic resolution tests on a number of display systems and display system
smear-reduction technologies.
Aware of these parameters, system designers will have the knowledge to better select display
system technologies to achieve their target resolution (both static and dynamic) and thereby
better equip the simulator to deliver on its training goals.
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